Abstract. This paper presents a method for extracting lymph node regions from 3-D abdominal CT images using 3-D minimum directional difference filter. In the case of surgery of colonic cancer, resection of metastasis lesions is performed with resection of a primary lesion. Lymph nodes are main route of metastasis and are quite important for deciding resection area. Diagnosis of enlarged lymph nodes is quite important process for surgical planning. However, manual detection of enlarged lymph nodes on CT images is quite burden task. Thus, development of lymph node detection process is very helpful for assisting such surgical planning task. Although there are several report that present lymph node detection, these methods detect lymph nodes primary from PET images or detect in 2-D image processing way. There is no method that detects lymph nodes directly from 3-D images. The purpose of this paper is to show an automated method for detecting lymph nodes from 3-D abdominal CT images. This method employs a 3-D minimum directional difference filter for enhancing blob structures with suppressing line structures. After that, false positive regions caused by residua and vein are eliminated using several kinds of information such as size, blood vessels, air in the colon. We applied the proposed method to three cases of 3-D abdominal CT images. The experimental results showed that the proposed method could detect 57.0 % of enlarged lymph nodes with 58 FPs per case.
Introduction
Recent progress of medical imaging devices including multi-detector CT scanners has enabled us to take very precise volumetric images of a human in very short time [1, 2] . Development of computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) system or computer-assisted surgery (CAS) system, which assists diagnostic process or surgical planning procedure using medical images, is strongly desired. For example, in the case of surgery of colonic cancer, resection of metastasis lesions is performed with resection of a primary lesion. Lymph nodes are main route of metastasis and are quite important for deciding resection area. Therefore, diagnosis of enlarged lymph nodes is quite important process for surgical planning. However, manual detection of enlarged lymph nodes on CT images is significantly burden task. Thus, development of lymph node detection process is very helpful for assisting such surgical planning task.
Although there are several reports that present lymph node detection [3, 4] , these methods detect lymph nodes based on SUV [7] primary from PET images or detect in 2-D image processing way. There is no method that detects lymph nodes directly from 3-D images. Thus, the purpose of this paper is to develop an automated method for detecting lymph nodes from only 3-D abdominal CT images. We employ a 3-D directional difference filter [5] that enhances blob structures and suppresses line structures. The proposed method can detect enlarged lymph nodes only from CT images. This is a big advantage of the proposed method.
Method

Overview
Inputs of the proposed methods are contrasted 3-D abdominal CT images. Normal lymph nodes are quite small. It is quite difficult to find these normal lymph nodes on 3-D CT images. On the other hand, metastasis lymph nodes are enlarged and show spherical shape on 3-D CT images. In the clinical filed, it is important to detect lymph nodes whose diameters are 5mm or higher. So we set the size of a target lymph node as 5mm or higher in diameter.
To enhance blob structure regions, we utilize a 3-D minimum directional difference filter The proposed method consist of nine steps: (a) pre-processing, (b) extraction of blob structure, (c) region growing, (d) FP reduction by size, (e) integration of results by detected by filters of different filter sizes, (f) FP reduction using blood vessel information, (g) FP reduction using air region information, (h) removal of small connected components, and (i) FP reductions by degree of sphere.
Detail Procedures for Lymph Node Detection (a) Pre-processing
We apply the median filter to an input 3-D abdominal CT image to reduce speckle noise. Then we perform smoothing filtering and obtain the smoothed image F. To eliminate areas of lymph node detection, we extract air regions and bone regions by simple thresholding process. Voxels inside there areas are excluded from the target voxels of lymph node extraction.
(b) Extraction of blob structure region
We apply the 3-D Min-DD filter to all target voxels p ∈ F. The 3-D Min-DD filter calculates the directional difference value at r(θ 1 , θ 2 ) and −r(θ 1 , θ 2 ) apart from p on a sphere with 2r in radius as follows.
where 0 ≤ θ 1 ≤ 2π and 0 ≤ θ 2 ≤ 2π. The length of r controls the size of a target region to be detected. For voxels at which the output of the 3-D Min-DD filter is higher than a given threshold value T a , we apply the extended 3-D Min-DD filter,
where φ 1 and φ 2 are parameters for bending the direction of difference, and are set as −α 1 ≤ φ 1 ≤ α 1 and −α 2 ≤ φ 2 ≤ α 2 , respectively. Then, we binarize the output images with the threshold value T a and obtain the binary image B.
(c) Region growing
We perform a region growing process starting from voxels p extracted in (b) to cover whole lymph nodes, since detected regions in (b) are just centers of lymph nodes. The growing condition at a voxel
where f (x) denotes a CT value at the voxel x and T b is a parameter that controls the range of CT values of voxels which are merged into a region. If this condition is satisfied at the voxel x, x is merged into the region. The structural element of this region growing is a point (one voxel).
(d) FP reduction by size
The extended 3-D Min-DD filter does not suppress curve structure regions (i.e. blood vessel regions) whose bending angles are sharper than the maximum bending angle of the extended 3-D Min-DD filter (controlled by the parameter α 1 and α 2 .) In such regions, resulting regions of the region growing process will become large. So we remove a region whose size is larger than a cube whose edge length is 2r × 1.5 [mm] where r is the radius of the 3-D Min-DD or the extended 3-D Min-DD filters. (f ) FP reduction using blood vessel information We remove FP regions by using blood vessel information. First, we enhance linelike structures by utilizing eigenvalues of a Hessian matrix, and extract blood vessel regions by region growing to both original and enhanced intensities [6] . Then, lymph node candidates located inside these blood vessel regions are removed as FP regions.
(g) FP reduction using air region information FP regions occur around folds or stools of the colon. We use information of these regions for FP reduction. First, we extract regions whose CT values range from -900 H.U. to -200 H.U.. Then, the closing operation of mathematical morphology is applied to the extracted regions. The size of a structural element of the closing operation is 5mm in diameter. Lymph node candidates located inside the extracted regions are removed as FPs.
(h) Removal of small connected components
Small connected components (less than T c voxels) are also removed as FP regions.
(i) FP reduction by degree of sphere Regions not showing spherical shape are removed in this step. The measure of degree of sphere (DoS) is used to determine its sphericity.
Experiments and Discussion
We have applied the proposed method to five cases of 3-D abdominal CT images. Examples of extracted lymph nodes are shown in Fig. 1 . As shown in Fig.  1 (a-d) , it is clear that enlarged lymph nodes are extracted successfully. The 3-D views of extracted lymph nodes are shown in Fig. 2 . The extraction results are validated by collaborating radiologists. True lymph nodes are specified on CT images. The detection performance is shown in Table 2 . The average TP rate was 57.0 % and the average number of FP regions was 58 per case. We conducted ROC analysis of proposed procedures and the results are shown in Fig. 3 . After extracting blob structures, there were approx. 17,000 FPs/case while TP rate was 0.89 (indicated the point by arrow in Fig. 3(a) ). After region growing, the number of FPs/case was decreased to approx. 600 with 0.66 TP rate (Fig. 3(b) ). After removal of small connected components, it was decreased to approx. 250 with 0.63 TP rate (Fig. 3(c) ). Finally, after reduction by DoS, it was decreased to 58 with 0.57 TP rate (Fig. 3(d) ). The FP reduction process worked effectively using information of size, blood vessel, air, and degree of sphere. The proposed method can detect lymph nodes only from CT images. This is main advantage of the proposed method against other methods. Also, by employing 3-D visualization technique, it is easy to understand the locations of lymph nodes. This 3-D view is quite useful for surgical planning determining resection areas.
Most of FP regions existed on the vein, especially they were found at branching points. This is because we extracted only the artery in the extraction process of blood vessels. FP reduction process using blood vessel information did not work proper for such FPs. Also, CT values of vein regions are quite similar to those of lymph nodes. FPs were detected at branching points of the vein. To reduce such FPs, development of an extraction method of the vein will be one of solutions. Classification based on AdaBoost technique [8] may be another solution. 
Conclusion
This paper presented a method for extracting lymph node regions from 3-D abdominal CT images by using 3-D minimum directional difference filter. The actual procedure consisted of lymph node enhancement using 3-D Min-DD filter and false positive reduction using information of size, blood vessel, air, and degree of sphere. As the results, average TP rate was 57.0% and the average number of FP regions was 58 per case. We believe that the proposed method is quite useful not only for diagnosis of 3-D abdominal CT images but also for surgical planning determining resection areas. Future work includes improvement TP rate with suppressing increase of FPs by modifying the 3-D Min-DD filter and FP reduction procedures, and fusion of detection results from 3-D CT and PET images.
